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Abstract: Ultrafast transmission technology requires a variety of devices or subsystems for demultiplexing, add-drop 

multiplexing, wavelength conversion, regeneration & optical sampling. Such optical devices operates at bit 

rates(beyond the data rates of 40 Gbit/s ), where electrical signal processing is not available. Optical time division 

multiplexing (OTDM) is one of the fundamental techniques to increase the transmission capacity on a fiber. At the 
receiver side the base rate data signals must be extracted from the OTDM data stream by using an optical switch with a 

demultiplexing function. Many techniques have been proposed and used for optical switching. The possible approaches 

can be categorized as follows: electro-optical switching and all-optical switching. The electro-optical switching relies 

on the electrical control of the switching function. The general principle of the all-optical switches relies on the control 
of light by light. Some of the basic requirements for such a switch can be defined as follows: The switching time should 

be much less than the bit period of the OTDM data signal; it has to have high switching contrast of more than 10 dB; it 

should be stable to provide a good system performance. The main advantage of SOA as compare to passive structures is 

its compactness due to monolithically integrated nonlinear interferometer structures & amplification. Semiconductor 
optical amplifiers are useful building blocks for all-optical gates as wavelength converters and OTDM demultiplexers. 

All-optical switch based on Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOA) and Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) 

monolithically integrated in a ‗gain shifted or gain dependent time shift‘ (GS) Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). It 

has a high contrast ratio and the monolithic integration provides the required stability. 
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 Introduction: 

Optical regeneration using SOA-Mach-Zehnder devices at 40 Gb/s show that almost limitless transmission 

over optical fiber is possible. Most wavelength division multiplexing fiber systems use in-line optical 

amplifiers (erbium-doped fiber amplifiers) to overcome the optical loss of the fiber and to increase the 

distance that data can be sent. However, the noise added by the amplifiers also ultimately limits the signal 

transmission distance. Regeneration with SOA-Mach-Zehnders reduces this noise and allows the optical 

signals to propagate farther. [1]. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer (named after physicists Ludwig Mach, 

son of Ernst Mach, and Ludwig Zehnder) is a device used to determine the phase shift caused by a small 

sample which is placed in the path of one of two collimated beams (thus having plane wavefronts) from a 

coherent light source.[2] 

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) as an all-optical switch uses the band filling effect in the fiber. 

High-speed operation is possible because of its unique switching mechanism. Here, both arms have 

nonlinear portions, where the control pulses induce nonlinear refractive index changes. Also, asymmetric 

MZI have been used for all-optical switching. MZI comprising two asymmetrically placed SOAs and two 3 

dB coupler was used for demultiplexing.[3]  

 
 

Figure1. Fiber based symmetric MZI all-optical switch 

Monolithically Integrated MZI All Optical Switch:-The monolithically integrated MZI require four different 

types of optical elements, namely 

(1) SOAs with high gain, 

(2) Low-loss waveguide bends, 
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(3) Compact 3 dB couplers, and 

(4) Waveguide tapers for efficient coupling to fibers. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. A monolithically integrated MZI all optical switch. 

 

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier:-  

As its name suggests, an SOA is made from semiconductor optoelectronic material (indium phosphide-based) 

and is pumped electrically to create a population inversion that generates optical gain via stimulated emission 

[1]. The reasons that the devices are practical are that they are tiny (volume ~0.1 mm
3
) & their high gain (~30 

dB), which means those small energies — less than 100 fJ — are required to generate nonlinear effects. The 

main practical physical mechanisms used for optical nonlinearity in SOAs are cross-gain and cross-phase 

modulation. Semiconductor optical amplifiers are amplifiers which use a semiconductor to provide the gain 

medium [5]. The semiconductor optical amplifier is of small size and electrically pumped. It can be potentially 

less expensive than the EDFA and can be integrated with semiconductor lasers, modulators, etc. However, the 

performance is still not comparable with the EDFA. The SOA has higher noise, lower gain, moderate 

polarization dependence and high nonlinearity with fast transient time. 

 

All optical switching schemes:-  

The all-optical switch has been one of the most investigated components for OTDM. Starting from the hybrid 

interferometric structure based on the nonlinear Kerr effect in fibers up to the semiconductor optical amplifier 

(SOA) based monolithically integrated nonlinear interferometer structures using the nonlinearity in 

semiconductor material, various approaches have been proposed and used for all-optical switching. 

Monolithically integrated SOA based interferometric devices are very attractive compared to the discrete 

solutions because of their compactness and stability. All optical switches are expected to be key devices in 

future high capacity optical time division multiplexer (OTDM) systems. Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) or 

Michelson interferometer (MI) type all optical switches are promising all optical switch configurations. 

Monolithically integrated MZI or MI type all optical switches with semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA‘s) in 

their arms have been developed for stable and high speed switching. 

 
All-Optical Switching Architecture:-  

As introduced previously the all-optical switches are essential components in high-speed OTDM systems, 

whenever the data rate exceeds the speed of electronics. The general principle of the all-optical switches relies 

on the control of light by light (Figure 3). For this purpose, an optical control signal is used to change the optical 

properties of a nonlinear medium. 

 

 

Figure 3. Optical switch as a black box with its inputs and outputs. 
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Results and Discussions:-  

In this paper discuss about the design of basic MZI switch without using any amplifier and then monolithically 

integrated MZI switch with Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) in its arms using conventional switching 

scheme and then using bandgap shifted switching scheme. We have also designed monolithically integrated 

MZI switch with both SOA and EDFA in its arms. The designed model has a very high switching capability and 

is extremely reliable and has been devised keeping in view some inherent drawbacks like cost of higher driving 

voltage, high losses, polarization dependent losses and crosstalk. The various design parameters have been 

varied to improve the performance of the switch. 

1. MZI switch without any amplifier in its arms:- First, we have designed 2x2 MZI all optical switch 

without using any amplifier in its interferometric arms. We found that when we give 10mW input, then 

at the output, we got only 
51097.4  W at cross port and 

51013.5   W at bar port. So, we have 

very high losses in the interferometric arms .This needs the requirement of optical amplifier in the 

interferometric arms. 

2.  

                 

Figure 4. MZI Switch without any amplifier in its arms. 

2. MZI switch with SOA in its arms:- Now, we have designed MZI all optical switch with SOA   in its 

interferometric arms. In this, we have to give control signal to actuate the injection current in SOA. We have 

three kinds of switching schemes as we have discussed so far: Conventional, Gain Transparent (GT) and Gain 

Shifted (GS) which depends on the wavelength of control signal.  

            

Figure 5. MZI all optical switch with SOA in its arms. Figure  6. Variation of output power with 

control signal wavelength 
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Figure 7. Variation of output power with data signal power. 

3. Polarization effect in GS-MZI switch:- GS-MZI switch based on SOA is highly polarized as we get about 

100% polarization by polarization meters. 

                      

Figure 8. Polarization effect in GS-MZI switch 

 

Conclusion:-  The symmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer has been used in this thesis for the development of 

all-optical switch towards ultrafast application, due to its superior specifications compared to other structures. 

The symmetric MZI enables bit-rate flexible operation, since the switching window width can be determined by 

using an external delay between the control signals. The data and control pulses can propagate co- and contra-

directional, which provides further flexibility regarding the operation. The possibility to saturate the SOAs 

separately enables also an improved contrast ratio for the switched signal. We have designed MZI all optical 

switch without any amplifier in its arms, then MZI switch with SOA in its arms with conventional switching 

scheme, then MZI switch with SOA in its arms with bandgap shifted switching scheme, and then MZI switch 

with SOA and EDFA both in its arms. The designed model has a very high switching capability and is 

extremely reliable and has been devised keeping in view some inherent drawbacks like cost of higher driving 

voltage, high losses, polarization dependent losses and crosstalks. The various design parameters have been 

varied to improve the performance of the MZI all optical switch. 
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